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COMMENT

PLACE YOUR BETS.. .ON THE KEYBOARD: ARE INTERNET
CASINOS LEGAL?
I.

INTRODUCTION

I receive approximately two unsolicited e-mails a day from various
Internet casinos trying to encourage me to visit their web site. Today,
while I was surfing on the Internet, Virtual City Casino was kind
enough to offer me $50 to gamble with for free. Virtual City Casino,
like typical online casinos, contains every game you may find in a
land-based casino including blackjack, craps, poker, roulette and
sports wagering. After accessing a casino web site, one must first setup an account in order to gamble. In most cases this is done by simply
typing in a credit card number, but can also be done by certified
check, money order, or through a wire transfer. Once an account is
established, you are ready to play!
Are these casinos legal? I find it ironic that as a resident of North
Carolina, where I cannot buy a lottery ticket at the local gas station, I
am nonetheless able to gamble with just a few clicks of the mouse. If
Internet gambling is legal in North Carolina, in a state that currently
forbids not only the lottery, but most all forms of gambling, what is
the rationale? Is gambling on the computer more moral or less likely
to have negative repercussions? Is gambling not contrary to public policy simply because it is occurring through cyber space? The truth is
lawmakers likely intend Internet casinos to be illegal in North Carolina
and most other states; the problem lies in the enforcement and regulation of these casinos.
The first online casino, Interactive Casinos, Inc. (ICI), opened for
business on August 18, 1995.1 ICI housed eighteen different casino
games, online access to the National Indian Lottery, and an Internet
sports book.2 Since ICI's opening in 1995, Internet gambling has
1. See Cynthia R. Janower, Gambling on the Internet, at http://www.ascusc.org/
jcmc/voI2/issue2/anower.html (1996).
2. Id.
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turned into a multi-million-dollar industry.3 Estimates show that in a
one-year span, between 1997 and 1998, Internet gambling more than
doubled, from 6.9 million to 14.5 million gamblers, with revenues also
doubling from $300 million to $651 million.4 According to Arizona
Senator John Kyl, "net gambling revenues could reach ten billion dollars over the next few years. ' The Rolling Good Times Online gambling
magazine reports that currently, there are more than 450 gamblingrelated sites on the Internet. 6 This is more than double the number of
Internet wagering sites from 1996. 7 It is clear that Internet gambling is
becoming increasingly more popular and in return becoming more
and more profitable. The question is: what if anything should be
done?
II.

POLICY ISSUES AND CONCERNS

Why regulate Internet gambling? Proponents of Internet gambling regulations point to four main justifications for regulation
including: (a) rising gambling addictions, (b) accessibility to children,
(c) potential for cyberspace fraud, and (d) the loss of state revenues.
A.

Gambling Addiction

In states where gambling has been legalized, data has shown after
legalization the number of addicted gamblers has increased between
100-550%.8 "More people simply become addicted as more people are
exposed; according to psychiatrists, this is because a substantial part
of the population has a latent susceptibility to compulsive gambling
and different individuals get hooked by different gambling opportunities."9 Online gambling provides easy access to these "different gambling opportunities."1 Making gambling available to everyone with a
computer and a modem will clearly expose some of this latent addic3. Michael E. Hammond, Internet Gambling Regulation, at http://www.geocities.
com/mehammO/netgambling.htm (Apr. 17, 2000).
4. Jeffrey A. Dempsey, Surfing for Wampum: Federal Regulation of Internet
Gambling and Native American Sovereignty, 25 AM. INDIAN L. REv. 133, 134 (2000/

2001).
5. Jenna F. Karadbil, Casinos of the Next Millennium: A Look into the Proposed Ban
COMp. LAw 413, 415 (2000).
6. See Janower, supra note 1. See also http://www.RGTonline.com.
7. See Karadbil, supra note 5, at 415.
8. See Janower, supra note 1. See also John Warren Kindt, The Economic Impacts of
Legalized Gambling Activities, 43 DRAKE L. REV. 51, 56 (1995).
9. Janower, supra note 1, at 3 (quoting psychiatrist James Hillard, Chairman of
the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Cincinnati).
10. See id.

on Internet Gambling, 17 ARIz. J. INT'L &
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tion." Moreover, video gambling, because of its instant feedback
mechanism, is known to addict gamblers faster than other forms of
gambling; hence sociologists and psychiatrists
widely refer to it as the
"crack-cocaine of gambling addiction."' 12
B. Underage Gambling
A second problem with online gambling is the ease with which
children and teenagers can access cyber casinos. Despite state efforts
13
to control access to gaming through strict age or income restrictions,
gambling addiction in the U.S. today is growing fastest among high
school and college youths.' 4 Land-based casinos are required to
ensure that gamblers are of the age of majority by checking picture
identification, however, most Internet casinos check age simply by
credit card authorizations or by accepting the individual's word for it.
A sixteen-year-old with his father's credit card can be wagering $50 on
a hand of blackjack in as little as ten minutes. All agree that gambling
by minors is contrary to public policy, and without a more accurate, or
dependable means of checking age, the problem will not cease to exist.
C. Fraud
Fraud and unfairness are an overarching cry of online casino
opponents. It's common knowledge in casinos that the odds favor the
house, but does the Internet increase the house's odds? 15 The design
of an online gambling site precludes gamblers from investigating
whether games are operated fairly. 16 As Bernard Horn of the National
Coalition Against Gambling Expansion states, "there's just no way to
tell if virtual dice, roulette or cards, are rolled, spun or dealt randomly

.

.

.

or whether they're responding to a programmed

sequence... to cheat customers.'

7

In contrast, traditional casinos are

11. See id.
12. Kindt, supra note 8, at 67.
13. See generally, I. Nelson Rose, The Legalization and Control of Casino Gambling, 8
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 245, 267-99 (1980).
14. Robin Widgery, Warning: Legal Gambling is a Costly Game, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR, May 23, 1994, at 3 (quoting Howard Shaffer, Director of the Harvard
Medical School Center for Addiction Studies).
15. The House Edge, Shackleford Consulting, Inc., at http://www.thewizardofodds.
com/game/houseadv.html (last updated Jan. 29, 2002).
16. Beth Berselli, Gamblers Play the Odds Online: Despite Calls to Outlaw It, Internet
Gambling Takes Off, WASH. POST, Aug. 19, 1997, at Al, A8.
17. Andrea M. Lessani, How Much Do You Want to Bet That the Internet Gambling
ProhibitionAct of 1997 is Not the Most Effective Way to Tackle the Problems of Online
Gambling?, at http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/iclp/alessani.html (1998).
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investigated by organizations such as the National Gaming Commission to ensure that gamblers are provided with fair opportunities to
win. 18
A further concern of Internet wagering is that online operators
will not properly credit winnings. If on-site operators fail to properly
credit winners' accounts, gamblers will have little recourse due to the
difficulty in finding on-site operators in cyberspace. 19 Often when too
many players win online operators simply shut down their sites and
open new online gambling sites, leaving players with no means of collecting their winnings. 20 A friend of mine won $1,000 on last year's
Super Bowl by wagering online. When he tried to return to the web
site to collect his winnings the site was no longer there, leaving him no
means to access what was rightfully his.
Another security issue that must be dealt with is computer hackers. "Hackers who gain access to the casino's systems can alter the
algorithm to increase payouts in their favor, or potentially steal other
customers' credit card numbers." 2 ' Some sites, like WWW Casinos'
World Gaming, warn users to be wary of hackers and guard their passwords stating, "remember that your password is the one thing we at
WWW Casinos depend on to make sure you are who you claim to be.
If a hacker figures out your password, WWW Casinos will not be held
responsible." 22 As a preventive measure, many of these companies
have spent large investments on erecting firewalls in the casino's computer system and developing protocols to maintain the security of consumers' financial transactions, but there is no guarantee of absolute
23
protection against the savvy hacker.
D. Lost Revenues
A final frequently sited policy concern is lost revenue for the
states in which gambling is legal. States clearly miss out on a tremendous amount of tax revenue for two reasons. First, they are unable to
tax gamblers on their winnings if they do not regulate the online
casino operators. 2 4 States cannot tax gamblers who win on the
18. See generally, David Post, Betting on Cyberspace, The Recorder, June 5, 1997, at
4.
19. Berselli, supra note 16.
20. Internet Gambling: House Subcommittee Hearing on Crime, 105th Cong., 2d
Sess. (Feb. 4, 1998), available in WESTLAW, CONGTMY database (statement of Bill
McCollum, Chairman).
21. Janower, supra note 1, at 4.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Hammond, supra note 3.
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Internet because the Internal Revenue Service simply lacks the
resources to track online players.2" Second, the "concrete casinos that
are located within a state's borders inevitably face a reduction in their
profits from the competition of online casinos and sports books."2 6 In
addition to increased tourism, states profit from taxes on winnings
and net revenues from legalized gambling.2 7 States will inevitably lose
money because many will be less likely to travel to Atlantic City or Las
Vegas if they can gamble on their couch in the privacy and comfort of
their own living room.

III.

NORTH CAROLINA LAW

Within the United States, regulation of the gambling industry has
been primarily left to the state legislatures pursuant to the Tenth
Amendment of the Constitution, which reserves those powers not specifically enumerated to the federal government for the individual
states.28 Like every state, North Carolina has laws that govern gambling within the state's borders. 29 North Carolina law provides in part,
"any person or organization that operates any game of chance or any
person who plays at or bets on any game of chance at which any
money, property or other thing of value is bet, whether the same be in
stake or not, shall be guilty of a Class 2 misdemeanor. '30 Class 2 misdemeanors are punishable by up to $1,000 and 30 days community
punishment for a first offense. 3 ' Internet casinos appear to fall under
the above statutory language as they clearly contain "games of chance"
where individuals wager "money, property or other thing of value. 3 2
The language of this law would punish the Internet casino operators as
well as the individual gambler.3 3
25. Scott M. Montpas, Gambling On-Line: For A Hundred Dollars, I Bet You
Government Regulation Will Not Stop the Newest Form of Gambling, 22 U. DAYTON L.
REV. 163, 169 (1996).

26. Hammond, supra note 3.
27. Richard Raysman & Peter Brown, Cyber-Casinos: Gambling Meets the Internet,
8/12/97 N.Y.LJ. 3, (col. 1).
28. Peter Brown, Regulation of CyberCasinos and Internet Gambling, in 19th Annual
Institute on Computer Law 9, 12 (PLI Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks, & Literary
Property Course Handbook Series No. GO- 004- D, 1999), available in Westlaw, 547
PLI/ Pat 9. See also U.S. CONST. amend. X.
29. See Dempsey, supra note 4, at 141.
30. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-292 (2001).
31. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15A-1340.23 (2001).
32. Id.
33. See id.
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North Carolina law further makes it illegal for a person or business to possess or use gaming tables, slot machines, or video gaming
machines for the purpose of betting money or property. 3 4 "Video gaming machines," as defined by statute, encompass video poker, video
bingo, video craps, etc., "which require deposit of any coin, token, or
use of any credit card, debit card, or any other method that requires
payment to activate play. '' 35 Violators of this provision are guilty of a
Class 1 misdemeanor for the first offense, a Class I felony for a second
36
offense and a Class H felony for a third or subsequent offense.
Internet casinos appear to fall under the definition of "video gaming
machines" as provided by statute since it is a computer based game of
chance that requires payment to activate play.3 7
Although North Carolina has never prosecuted anyone for Internet
gambling, the above legislation suggests that such activity is illegal in
North Carolina. The North Carolina legislators have announced that
gambling is not tolerated within the state and violators will be punished. The question once again arises: if gambling is illegal in North
Carolina, why is one able to place a wager on the Internet while in the
state of North Carolina? The answer unfortunately is not a simple one.
Some of the complexities are examined below.
IV. FEDERAL LAWS
Although gambling regulation has been primarily left to the
states, the federal government does have the authority to regulate gambling under the far-reaching Commerce Clause. 38 The Department of
Justice has stated that Internet gambling is illegal under "at least four
federal statutes.

' 39

These federal statutes include: the Wire Act;4 ° the

34. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-295 (2001) (prohibiting the "keeping of gaming tables,
illegal punch-boards or slot machines .....
); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-296 (defining
illegal slot machines and punch-boards); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-297 (prohibiting the
"allowing of gaming tables, illegal punch-boards or slot machines on premises"); N.C.
GEN. STAT. §§ 14-298 to 300 (providing for seizure, disposition, and destruction of
"gaming tables, illegal punchboards and slot machines"); N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 14-301 to
302 (providing separate offenses for operation of slot machines, punch boards,
vending machines, and other gambling devices); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-304
(prohibiting the "manufacture, sale, etc., of slot machines and devices"); N.C. GEN.
STAT. § 14-305 (prohibits betting "agreements with reference to any slot machines or
device).
35. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-306.1(c) (2001).

36. N.C. GEN. STAT. §14-309 (2001).
37. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 14-306.1(c) (2001).
38. See Brown, supra note 28, at 21.
39. Harley J. Goldstein, On-Line Gambling: Down to the Wire?, 8 MARQ. SPORTS L.J.
1, 18 (1997).
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Travel Act; 4 1 the Interstate Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia
43
Act; 4 2 and the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act.
A.

The Wire Act

The Wire Act is the most frequently cited federal statute regarding
the illegality of Internet gambling.4 4 The Act provides in part:
Whoever being engaged in the business of betting or wagering
knowingly uses a wire communication facility for the transmission in
interstate or foreign commerce of bets or wagers or information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event or contest, or
for the transmission of a wire communication which entitles the recipient to receive money or credit as a result of bets or wagers, or for information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers, shall be fined under
this title or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.4 5
The Act defines a "wire communication facility" as "any and all
instrumentalities, personnel, and services, used or useful in the transmission of writings, signs, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by aid of
wire, cable, or other like connection between the points of origin and
reception of such transmission. ''4 6 Based on the language, it seems
that the Wire Act would render Internet gambling illegal. "Clearly the
use of a computer system to send and receive electronic communications over phone lines is use of a wire communication facility. '4 7 In
fact, in People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., the court held the
defendant corporation, an Internet casino operator, had transmitted an
illegal communication in violation of the Wire Act "by hosting this
casino and exchanging betting information with the user."4 8
Some argue that because the Wire Act was passed before the
Internet existed, the Act should not apply to Internet gambling.4 9
Others argue that the Federal Government has not explicitly ruled on
40. 18 U.S.C. § 1084 (1994).
41. 18 U.S.C. § 1952 (1994).
42. 18 U.S.C. § 1953 (1994).
43. 28 U.S.C. § 3702 (1994).
44. See Janower, supra note 1. See also Dempsey, supra note 4.
45. 18 U.S.C. § 1084(a) (1994).
46. 18 U.S.C. § 1081 (1994).
47. Mark W. Rickard, Virtual Casino: Illegal?, A paper written for the Internet and
the Law Seminar at the University of Miami School of Law, at http://www.law.miami.
edu/- froomkin/seminar/papers/rickard.htm (1996).
48. People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d 844, 852 (N.Y. 1999).
49. John T. Fojut, Ace in the Hole: Regulation of Internet Service Providers Saves the
Internet Gambling ProhibitionAct of 1997, 8 DEPAUL L.C.A. J. ART & ENT. L. & POL'Y
155, 157 (1997).
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Internet gambling, and therefore it is an unregulated field. 5° The legislative history of the Wire Act, however, indicates that it was intended to
be applied broadly so as to prevent any interstate or international
transmission of gambling information to or from the United States
using wire communication facilities.5 1 Furthermore, former U.S.
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy wrote, "the purpose of the Wire
Act is to aid in the suppression of organized gambling activities by
prohibiting the use of or the leasing, furnishing, or maintaining of wire
communication facilities which are or will be used for the transmission of certain gambling information in interstate and foreign
commerce."52

Unfortunately, the statutory language is grounded in the technologies of the time, and "the application of the Wire Act to Internet gambling is fraught with ambiguity. 5 3 Problems are foreseeable in
applying the Wire Act to Internet gambling as the evolution of the
"wireless" Internet continues. For example, would a cellular phone
with wireless Internet be considered a "wire communication facility"
under the Wire Act according to the defining statutory language "other
like connection between the points of origin and reception of such
transmission? ' 54 "Internet wagering, taking place in the ethereal jurisdiction of cyberspace, arguably may not involve a 'wire communication' for the conveyance of bets."'55 Without new federal legislation or
a Supreme Court decision, this Act seems to be destined to fail in controlling the Internet gambling explosion.
B.

The Travel Act

The second federal statute relevant to the regulation of Internet
gambling is the Travel Act.56 This statute penalizes persons using "any
facility in interstate or foreign commerce . . .with the intent to ...

further any unlawful activity."'5' An "unlawful activity" is defined as
including "any business enterprise involving gambling. ' 58 "Although
the purpose of the Act was to prohibit illegal syndicated gambling, the
scope of the Act may reach on-line gamblers who use interstate facili50. See World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d at 852.
51. See H.R. REP. No. 87-967, at 1 (1961), reprinted in 1961 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2631.
52. Id. at 2633.
53. A. Gregory Gibbs, Anchorage: Gaming Capitol of the Pacific Rim, 17 ALAsKA L.
REv. 343, 349 (2000).
54. 18 U.S.C. § 1081 (1994).
55. Gibbs, supra note 53, at 349-50.
56. 18 U.S.C. § 1953 (1994).
57. 18 U.S.C. § 1952 (1994).
58. Id.
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ties, such as telephone lines, to access the Internet in furtherance of
illegal activities."15 9 The New York Supreme Court held that Golden
Chips Casino, an online casino located in Antigua, violated the Travel
Act by exchanging betting information with New York users. 60 Again,
on its face this statute likely would be interpreted prohibit Internet
casinos. In reality, evidenced by the continuing growth of online gambling, this statute has had a very minimal effect in discouraging
Internet casino providers.
C.

Interstate Transportationof Wagering ParaphernaliaAct

The Interstate Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia Act prohibits individuals or entities from "knowingly carrying or sending in
interstate or foreign commerce any 'paraphernalia' or 'other device' to
be 'used . . . or designed for use' in illegal gambling. '6 1 In order to
apply to Internet casinos, the phrase "other device" must be interpreted to include the casino's web site or other supplemental
software.6 2 It has been suggested that Internet service providers may
also be liable under this act justified by the phrase "knowingly carrying or sending" devices that may be used for illegal gambling.6 3 For
example, if an Internet service provider was aware of the illegal gambling that was taking place, and still allowed it to occur, the Internet
service provider may be held liable. As with the previously discussed
Acts, the Interstate Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia Act,
would not extend liability to the individual user.6 4
D.

The Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act

It is estimated that illegal sports wagering in the country may total
up to $380 billion per year. 65 Internet casinos and other sports gambling sites provide an easy means for sports wagering to occur, and
once again, a federal statute makes this type of activity illegal.6 6 The
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act makes it illegal for
a person to sponsor, operate, advertise, or promote, pursuant to the
law or compact of a governmental entity, a lottery, sweepstakes, or
Brown, supra note 28, at 23.
World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d at 852.
18 U.S.C. § 1953 (1994).
See id.See also Hammond, supra note 3.
See id.
See 18 U.S.C. § 1953 (1994).
Robert Macy, Ban on College Sports Betting Could Cost State Books Millions, LAs
VEGAS REv. J., May 18, 1999, at 4A, available at 1999 WL 9284014.
66. 28 U.S.C. § 3702 (1994).
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
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other betting, gambling, or wagering scheme based, directly or indirectly... on one or more competitive games in which amateur or pro-

fessional athletes participate, or are intended to participate, or on one
or more performances of such athletes in such games.6 7

This statute clearly appears to make it illegal for individuals to
"sponsor, operate, advertise, or promote" sports wagering on collegiate
and professional athletic contests via the Internet. 68 Ironically, with
the click of a mouse one may access hundreds of Internet casinos and
other sites at which athletic wagers are placed. 69 Again, the question
of how this could possibly be legal arises.
V.

JURISDICTIONAL HURDLES

One of the major obstacles in regulating Internet casinos lies in
the jurisdiction of our courts. The Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects not only United States
citizens, but also foreign defendants from unfair assertions of jurisdiction over them.70 Most Internet casinos are based offshore or on
Indian reservations where either land based casinos, or Internet casinos specifically, are legal. 7' Essentially some proponents of Internet
gambling argue that since the computer servers to which wagers and
wagering information are transmitted are not located within U.S. jurisdiction, the gambling also occurs outside of its jurisdiction and is
therefore legal. 72 There are two prerequisites for the exercise of jurisdiction by a United States court over a foreign defendant.7 3 The court
4
must have both personal jurisdiction and subject matter jurisdiction.7
A.

PersonalJurisdiction

In assessing whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction complies with due process, courts have examined whether "minimum contacts exist between the defendant and the forum state" such that the
exercise of jurisdiction comports with "traditional notions of fair play
67. Id.
68. See id.
69. See Anthony N. Cabot and Robert D. Faiss, Gaming Law Symposium: Sports
Gambling in the Cyberspace Era, 5 CRAP. L. REv. 1 (2002).
70. U.S. CONST. amend. V.
71. See Joel Michael Schwarz, The Internet Fallacy Craps Out, 14 BERKELEY TECH. LJ.
1021, 1039 (1999).
72. See James Rutherford, Special Report: Internet Gambling: The Newest Casinos,
CASINO PLAYER, Dec. 1997, at 40. See also Schwarz, supra note 71, at 1039.
73. See Hammond, supra note 3, at 7.
74. Id.
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and substantial justice. '75 This test, first established in the seminal
case of InternationalShoe v. Washington, requires a court to examine
both the "nature and quality," as well as the "sufficiency" of the contacts with the forum state. 76 In World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, the Supreme Court elaborated on this standard by explaining that
a forum may assert personal jurisdiction if a defendant "purposefully
availed itself of the privileges of conducting activities within the forum
State" thus invoking the benefits and protections of its laws such that it
was "reasonably foreseeable" that the defendant might be "haled into
court" in the forum.7 7 Furthermore, the Supreme Court added in

Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of California, that the exercise of personal jurisdiction is unreasonable when minimum contacts
"arose out of the defendant's mere placement of its goods into 'the
stream of commerce."' 78 Likewise, it is likely that most courts would
find the mere maintenance of an Internet web page accessible in a
state, without more, would not be sufficient to establish jurisdiction.7 9
A finding of personal jurisdiction may be made upon a combination of Internet and non-Internet contacts with the forum state.8 0 For
example, in People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., the court held
that by making phone calls and mailing other solicitation materials to
the citizens of New York, the defendant, a foreign corporation, met the
minimum contacts requirement of InternationalShoe. 8 Additionally,
in Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, Inc., jurisdiction was upheld over a California company in a Texas court based on cyberspace and real-world
contacts.8 2 The court noted that the California defendant had not only
advertised its Internet gambling casino in Texas, but also permitted the
Texas plaintiff to log on and gamble from Texas, and mailed money
and prizes to Texas.8 3 Although the issue of personal jurisdiction with
regards to Internet casinos located in foreign locations has never been
raised before the Supreme Court, it appears as though any state, whose
citizens may interact and gamble on the web site and retrieve winnings
75. Int'l Shoe v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945).
76. Id.
77. World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980).
78. Asahi Metal Indus. Co. v. Superior Court, 480 U.S. 102 (1987).
79. See Hearst v. Goldberger, No. 96 Civ. 3620 (PKL)(AJP), 1997 WL 97097, at *16
(S.D.N.Y. Feb. 26, 1997).
80. See e.g. Mieczkowski v. Masco Corp., 997 F. Supp. 782, 788 (E.D. Tex. 1998).
See also Schwarz, supra note 71, at 1040; People v. Granite Gate Resorts, Inc., 568
N.W.2d 715 (Minn. Ct. App. 1997).
81. World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d at 848.
82. Thompson v. Handa-Lopez, Inc., 998 F. Supp. 738 (W.D. Tex. 1998).
83. Id. at 743-44.
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from the site, would have personal jurisdiction over the casino. Many
casinos today in attempts to avoid being subject to jurisdiction have
refrained from this type of interaction by simply crediting the user's
credit card instead of mailing out winnings.
B.

Subject MatterJurisdiction

In addition to personal jurisdiction, a court must also have subject
matter jurisdiction over a case in controversy. 8 4 Federal subject matter
jurisdiction exists where the particular act has had a substantial effect
upon the United States or its citizens,8 5 or where the substantive law
that is at issue was intended by Congress to be decided by U.S.
courts. 8 6 In an effort to preclude the finding of subject matter jurisdic-

tion, Internet gambling operators have argued that the gambling does
not violate United States law since the gambling allegedly takes place
offshore or on sovereign Indian Reservations, where the computer
servers are located and licensed.8 7 Courts have typically held contrary
to this argument holding that the gambling is deemed to take place
where the gambler is physically located, regardless of where the computer servers are located and licensed. 88
There is one possible fork in the road that may cause problems
obtaining subject matter jurisdiction over foreign defendants. The U.S.
Supreme Court created an additional test known as the true conflicts
test in Hartford Fire Insurance v. California.8 9 The Court held that the
assertion of extraterritorial subject matter jurisdiction is valid if the
substantial effects test is met and there is no genuine contradiction
between United States law and the law and policy of another nation.9"
Satisfying the true conflicts test is more challenging because some
countries are beginning to recognize legalized online casinos and
bookmakers. In Australia's Northern Territory resides Lasseters
Online, the world's first government-licensed, fully regulated online
casino.9 1 United States Justice Department officials claim that the
operation of this casino is a violation of U.S. law if Americans use the
84. Hammond, supra note 3, at 7.
85. See Am. Tobacco Co. v. Unites States., 328 U.S. 781 (1946).
86. See Jack Goldsmith, Against Cyberanarchy, 65 U. CHI. L. REV. 1199, 1208

(1998).
87. See Fojut, supra note 49, at 169.
88. See World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d at 852. See also Schwarz,
supra note 71, at 1041.
89. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. California, 509 U.S. 764 (1993).
90. Hammond, supra note 3, at 8.
91. Id.
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site. 92 However, "according to the true conflicts theory, a court would
have to determine (through a balancing test) that the United States'
interest outweigh the incentive for maintaining harmonious foreign
relations before American jurisdiction could be exercised. '93 This specific issue has not yet been brought before our courts to determine,
and therefore is another unanswered question concerning online
wagering.
VI.

PROPOSED AND SUGGESTED LEGISLATION

Internet casinos have not gone unnoticed by the Federal government. In 1996 Congress, recognizing the explosion of Internet gambling, approved the National Gambling Impact Study Act, which
created a nine-person advisory committee (NGISC) to assess the current state of gambling in America and to present suggestions for determining the course of legal gambling in the near future.9 4 The
committee, selected by President Clinton, presented its findings in a
final report in June of 1999. 9' The NGISC suggested that gambling on
the Internet should be developed under federal, rather than state
law. 96 The Committee further recommended a prospective ban on any
Internet gambling not already authorized. 97 A plan of action has yet to
be agreed upon by Congress, leaving the area in its continued state of
confusion.
In 1998, Senator John Kyl (R-Arizona) introduced the Internet
Gambling Prohibition Act (IGPA) of 1997.98 The Senate approved the
Act by a 90-10 vote. 99 The 1997 IGPA would have updated the Wire
Act by amending it with broader terms that would more clearly ban
Internet gambling.'O Penalties would be imposed on those placing the
bets as well as the operators.1 ' Although the House did not pass the
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. See Gibbs, supra note 53, at 347.
95. Id.
96. Id. See also NGISC Final Report, at 5-12.
97. Id.
98. See Joseph M. Kelly, Internet Gambling Law, 26 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 117, 134

(2000).
99. See id.
100. Karadbil, supra note 5, at 415.
101. Tim Ito & Sharisa Staples, The Odds on Prohibiting Web Bets, Washington
Post.Com(June 1999) at http://washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/longterm/
intgambling/overview.htm.
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Act, it marked the first time the U.S. government has attempted to regulate gambling at the federal level. 1°2
In 1999, Senator Kyl reintroduced the bill as Senate Bill 692, also
known as the IGPA of 1999.103 This new Act would have made it
"unlawful for any person engaged in a gambling business to knowingly
use the Internet or any other interactive computer service to: (1) place,
receive, or otherwise make a bet or wager; or (2) send, receive, or invite
information assisting in the placing of a bet or wager.' 1 0 4 The language of the proposed Act did not punish the individual gambler but
rather solely the businesses involved in providing the sites.' 0 5 After
passage in the Senate, this Act once again failed to gain the 270 House
votes required for passage.1 0 6 Thus, the current state of legality of
Internet gambling is still ambiguous and linked to statutes such as the
0 7
Wire Act-which does not clearly apply to online wagering.1
"Changes in [gambling] law follow changes in society... but our society has been changing so rapidly... sometimes the law cannot keep
08
up."1
Banning Internet gambling in the United States completely, is
both legally and technically impossible.' 0 9 If the United States would
seek to take a regulatory approach, rather than a preventive approach,
it would come out a winner. Not only would it provide extra money to
the Federal government during a time of economic duress, it would
help cure some of the growing concerns about the industry.
It is estimated that the Internet gambling industry will gross $3
billion in 2002;110 none of which will be going to the United States
government."' "Not only would prohibiting online gambling amount
to a massive loss of public and private revenue potential, it would cost
the federal government and taxpayers untold millions of dollars to
effectively prevent U.S. citizens from placing wagers over the
Internet."' "1 2 By regulating Internet gambling, the Federal government
could require that casinos operating within the country register in the
102. Id.
103. Karadbil, supra note 5.
104. S. 692, 106th Cong. (1999).
105. Id.
106. Bryan Knowles, Should the Federal Government Prohibit Internet Gambling?
(June 15, 2000) at http://speakout.com/activism/issue-briefs/1324b-I.html.
107. 18 U.S.C. § 1084 (1994).
108. Ito and Staples, supra note 101, at 1.
109. See Schwarz, supra note 71.
110. See Knowles, supra note 106.
111. See generally Berselli, supra note 16.
112. Knowles, supra note 106 at 2.
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United States and pay an increased federal income tax rate. The government could even charge an annual gaming fee to be able to operate
in the United States. Proceeds could fund a regulatory commission,
which in turn would create more jobs. Currently, there are approximately twenty- two countries that license Internet gambling in some
form, the United States should follow their lead." 3
What about all of the negative policy implications? If Internet
gambling is going to continue to exist, shouldn't the United States regulate it and not depend on foreign governments who do not care if our
16 year olds are feeding their addiction with their parents' money?
The government of Queensland, Australia was the first to announce a
plan to regulate Internet gambling in 1998.114 Queensland wanted to
license Internet casino operators by using "integrity and probity
checks," the same way they license land-based casinos. 1 15 The government achieved this by requiring Internet gamblers to take a one hundred question test, which would be used to prove their identity and
age. 1 1 6 The purpose of this exhaustive test is to prevent minors from
gaining access to the gambling system. 1 17 The Queensland government also has a process in place to ban compulsive gamblers, thereby
eliminating those users who "pose a threat to themselves or their families."1 18 Other countries such as Belize, Liechtenstein, and several Caribbean nations have implemented similar forms of regulation." 9 The
United States should look to these countries for examples in learning
how all can be winners in the online gaming industry.
VII.

CONCLUSION

"Gambling is inevitable. No matter what is said or done by advocates or opponents of gambling in all its various forms, it is an activity
that is practiced, or tacitly endorsed by a substantial majority of Americans."'12 The above statement was given in 1976 as part of the opening remarks of the Commission on the Review of National Policy
Toward Gambling. 12 ' Although these words were written over a quar113. John Borland, Overseas Policies Undermine U.S. Gambling Ban, at http://
www.techweb.com/wire/story/TWB19980720S0011 (July 20, 1998).
114. See Karadbil, supra note 5, at 434.
115. Id.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. Schwarz, supra note 71, at 1022. See also Commission on the Review of
National Policy Toward Gambling, Final Report 1 (1976).
121. Id.
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ter of a century ago, "long before the Internet was used as a commercial communications medium, they could just as easily have been
written today about Internet gambling.' 1 22 According to a poll taken
by the Washingtonpost.com, 58.2% of Americans said that Internet
Gambling should not be illegal in the United States. 1 2 3 Largely stemming from state government pursuit of new revenue sources and
changes in Federal Indian policy, legalized gambling in some form
now exists in 48 states (only Utah and Hawaii are completely free of
legal gambling). 124 Gambling is clearly an activity that has always
existed and will continue to exist regardless of the attempts the legislatures may make to prohibit it.
The United States should take a proactive approach and look into
the benefits and possibilities of regulation rather than prohibition. If
the government does not act, this issue will remain a gray blip on the
legal radar screen for years to come. Without government action,
Internet gambling will continue to be confused by unspecific and untested criminal statutes and jurisdictional dilemmas.
R. Scott Girdwood

122. Schwarz, supra note 71, at 1023.
123. See Ito & Staples, supra note 101.
124. See Janower, supra note 1.
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